Tom Kirkham and Matthew Crossey
Script Sample
The Natives enter in semi-attack formation. The Lost Boys react a little sheepishly, though
Peter stands firm.
Limping Bear Peter Pan! We have word.
Peter

Word of what?

Raging Axe

Where Tiger Lily? You take her.

Peking Duck

She your prisoner!

Peter

Is she? Oh no, I don’t think that’s the case in the slightest. Is it Slightly?

Slightly

Not in the slightest.

Peter

We do have a brace of pirates currently imprisoned, but no Tiger Lily.
No tigers at all actually.

Tootles

I have seen Tiger Lily on a number of occasions, a fearsome yet beautiful
and serene warrior. If she was indeed one of our prisoners, I would have
made it my business to know about it.

Eagle Brave

(struggling to follow) Huh?

Tootles

(keeping it simple) She (sic) not here!

Peter

And Wendy’s not here either.

Curly

Then maybe they’re together. Perhaps they’ve gone hunting for wild boar?

John

Don’t be silly, Curly. If they’re together then they have probably gone
shopping, or to a matinée.

Peter

Tink will know, she’s kept a very close eye on Wendy since she arrived. 		
Tinker Bell, come here please.

Tink moves reluctantly to stand in front of Peter.
Peter

Do you know where Wendy and Tiger Lily are?

Tink

(truculent) No!
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Peter

Are they together?

Tink

No!

Peter

Are they in danger?

Tink

No!

Peter

Are you lying?

Tink

No!

Peter

Are you telling the truth?

Tink

No!

Peter

Are they safe?

Tink

No! I mean, yes.

Peter

Are they in danger?

Tink

Yes, I mean, no.

Peter

Tinker Bell! I will feed you to this hungry-looking Native if you don’t start
telling the truth. Now tell us, where are Wendy and Tiger Lily?

Tink

(panicked) They were captured by pirates and taken to Captain Hook who
plans to use them to lure you to your death and exact his revenge for
feeding his arm to the crocodile.

Michael

(even more upset) Oh my goodness!

Nibs

Poor Wendy.

Tootles

Poor Tiger Lily.

Slightly

If you give yourself up, he’ll kill you, Peter, then he’ll throw you to the
sharks piece by piece.

Curly

Oh Peter, don’t give yourself up.

Raging Axe and Peking Duck suddenly grab hold of Peter forcefully in a well-timed attack.
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